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This column has been around for
more than a year now (it first
appeared in June '72) and during
that time we've managed to ask a
bunch of questions and even give
out a few answers.

Actually, our record isn't all
that bad. Most of the questions
asked in this column have been
answered--several of them in fea
ture articles that were triggered
by the questions that appeared
here.

For the benefit of members who
have joined us since the column
last appeared, the action goes
like this: send in your question
and we'll try to answer it. If
we can't answer your query, we'll
publish the question and hope one
of our members can bail us out.

QUESTION 25 dealt with the need
for Perfins for agencies such as
the USVA which are authorized to
use penalty envelopes. Char l es
Regnier (#62) writes us that the
agencies used Perfins when they
needed additional postal services
beyond normal delivery--that is,
when they needed airmail, special
delivery and the like. He also
noted that the agencies often
used Perfins when mailing odd
sized envelopes that were needed
in such small quantities that it
was wasteful to have them pr i n t ed
up with the penalty clause.

QUESTION 27 concerned Christmas
Seals with Perfins--and we got
help from several quarters on
that one. Al Bartleson (#146 )
wrote that he has a 1964 US seal
with an H-76. Dave Stump then
confirmed that the seals were
used on all BUlletins mailed in
December of 1964. Barbara Kl oss
(#870) reports a block of four of
the 1939 US seal with a B-153 on
it. And as for foreign Chr i s tmas
seals with Perfins--Leif Bergman
(#1109) reports a whole host of
Danish and Swedish seals bearing
punctured endorsements. The list

is too long to present here, but
we'll share it with anybody who
is interested.

QUESTION 27 introduced a whole
new element into our discussion-
the fascinating field of Perfins
on "Conderella" items. Are they,
as one acquaintance calls them,
"trash with holes," or do they
represent a distinct branch of
our specialty? We'd be interest
ed in your reactions.

In the meantime, help us out on
this question.

QUESTION 28: Are there any US
postage due stamps with Perfins?
And the second part of that ques
tion has to be how did they come
about?

If you
better,
editor • .

Convict Mail
Barbara Kloss (#870) often

spends time at the Smithsonian in
search of philatelic infor~ation.

Two recent discoveries concern
the use of punc t ures on stamps of
the Australian continent.

A writer in Hobart, Australia,
in July 1890 noted that small
triangular holes had been punched
in the 1d and 4d first issues of
Tasmania. His view was that the
punches were to keep convict
clerks from using the stamps as
money. With the punches , the
stamps could be used for postage
only.

And a writer in the Essex Coun
!z Philatglist of Lawrence, MA,
in July 1 90 had this to say:

The fact is, all letters are
thus punched through, stamp
and all, which are mailed by
convicts to their friends.
Hundreds of convicts are sent
to Australia each year and
the government takes this
means of identifying their
mail. "
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